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Abstract—Multipath-assisted indoor positioning (using ultra-
wideband signals) exploits the geometric information contained
in deterministic multipath components. With the help of a-priori
available floorplan information, robust localization can be
achieved, even in absence of a line-of-sight connection between
anchor and agent. In a recent work, the Cramér-Rao lower
bound has been derived for the position estimation variance
using a channel model which explicitly takes into account
diffuse multipath as a stochastic noise process in addition to
the deterministic multipath components. In this paper, we adapt
this model for position estimation via a measurement likelihood
function and evaluate the performance for real channel
measurements. Performance results confirm the applicability of
this approach. A position accuracy better than 2.5 cm has been
obtained in 90% of the estimates using only one active anchor at
a bandwidth of 2GHz and robustness against non-line-of-sight
situations has been demonstrated.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ultra-wideband (UWB) signals are promising candidates

for indoor positioning. Their large frequency range offers

a fine delay resolution and robustness in harsh propagation

environments such as indoors [1]. The benefit of the UWB

channel is that many of the multipath components (MPCs)

are recognizable and resolvable in the measurements.

Deterministic MPCs, having parameters that can be modeled

as a function of the surrounding geometry, can be used for

localization and tracking [2]–[5]. The transmitted signal which

is reflected at e.g. a wall, can be seen as being emitted

from a virtual source located behind the reflecting surface.

With the help of a floorplan, it is possible to calculate the

position of these virtual sources and use them as so-called

virtual anchors (VAs) for localization. Fig. 1 illustrates an

exemplary floor-plan with two fixed anchors and a small subset

of corresponding VAs. In this way, localization is possible

with only a single anchor node independent of a line-of-sight

(LOS) or non-LOS (NLOS) situation. We call this approach

multipath-assisted indoor navigation and tracking (MINT). In

[5], the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) has been derived

for this problem. Diffuse multipath (DM), e.g. scattered signals

which are not covered by the deterministic model, impairs

the detection of the useful deterministic components. This
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Fig. 1. Floor-plan of an empty seminar room with a 5-cm-spaced
trajectory (black line) of agent positions. The close-up shows that for
every agent position p (magenta dot), a set of 25 measurements has
been recorded in a rectangular grid with 1 cm spacing. Furthermore,
two physical anchors j = {1, 2} are illustrated and a few of the
expected virtual anchors (VAs).

interfering part of the channel is modeled as an additive

stochastic process.

In this paper, we adapt the model of [5] to formulate

the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of the agent posi-

tion. We also evaluate the localization performance with real

measurements, where we analyze in particular the impact of

considering DM in the likelihood function (LHF). The LHF

is highly multi-modal and the MLE problem is non-convex,

meaning that methods such as gradient descent are not useful

for finding the global maximum. We thus apply particle filter

methods [6] with swarm behavior [7]. The contributions of

this work are:

• Formulation of MLE for the channel model given in [5]

• Localization performance evaluation of the MLE with

real indoor channel measurements

• Characterization of the DM, i.e. estimation of its power

delay profile (PDP), and analysis of its impact on the

MLE, and

• Comparison between the MLE co-variance and the esti-

mated CRLB.



II. PROBLEM OVERVIEW

A. Signal Model

A UWB baseband signal s(t) ∈ R with effective pulse

duration Tp, is transmitted from an anchor j = 1 . . .NA,

located at position p
(j)
1 ∈ R2, where NA is the number of

physical anchors considered. The received signal at the agent

position p is modeled as [5]

r(j)(t) = r
(j)
det(t) + r

(j)
diff(t) + w(t)

=

K(j)
∑

k=1

α
(j)
k s(t− τ

(j)
k ) + s ∗ ν(j)(t) + w(t), (1)

where the first term comprises a sum of K(j) determinis-

tic MPCs with complex amplitudes α
(j)
k ∈ C and delays

τ
(j)
k = 1

c
||p−p

(j)
k ||2, where c is the speed of light. Due to the

knowledge of the floorplan, we can associate these MPCs to

specular reflections at surfaces, i.e. they are modeled by VAs at

positions p
(j)
k , with k = 2 . . .K(j), where K(j) is the number

of expected VAs at position p (c.f. Fig. 1). The second term

r
(j)
diff(t) denotes the convolution (∗) of the transmitted signal

s(t) with the DM ν(j)(t) which is modeled as a zero-mean

Gaussian random process. We assume uncorrelated scattering

along the delay axis τ . Hence, the auto-correlation function

(ACF) of ν(j)(t) is given by K
(j)
ν (τ, u) = S

(j)
ν (τ)δ(τ − u),

where S
(j)
ν (τ) is the PDP of the DM for the j-th anchor at the

agent position p. According to this model, the DM is quasi-

stationary in the spatial domain, which means that S
(j)
ν (τ)

does not change in the vicinity of position p [1]. Note that

r
(j)
diff(t) is non-stationary in the delay domain. Finally, the last

term w(t) denotes AWGN with a double-sided power spectral

density (PSD) of N0.

In Fig. 2, a set of measured signals {r
(j)
i (t)}25i=1 is shown

for anchor 2 (colored thin lines). The measurements r
(j)
i (t)

are from the direct vicinity of the agent’s actual position p

to guarantee a quasi-stationary behavior in the spatial domain,

as illustrated in Fig. 1. Further, the correlation function of

the DM plus AWGN is illustrated and given by C(j)(t, u) =

N0δ(t−u)+
∫∞

−∞
S
(j)
ν (τ)s(t−τ)s(u−τ)dτ (bold dashed red

line). The received signal r(j)(t) at the agent’s actual position

p (i.e. at the center of the grid) is illustrated by the bold dashed

black line.

B. Likelihood Function (LHF)

The LHF is defined for the channel parameter vector ψ =
[

τT, (αR)T, (αI)T
]T

, where τ = [τ1, . . . , τK ]T represents

the vector with the geometry-related delays and (αR) =
[αR

1 , . . . , α
R
K ]T, (αI) = [αI

1, . . . , α
I
K ]T are the real and imag-

inary parts of the corresponding complex amplitudes α. An

approximation of this LHF, using a whitening operation as
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Fig. 2. A set of received {r
(j)
i (t)}25i=1 measurements recorded at

grid positions illustrated in Fig. 1 (thin solid colored lines), including
the actual agent position p = [2.2, 6.6]T (bold dashed black line).
Anchor 2 is used. Also, the corresponding DM correlation function

C(j)(t, t) is shown (bold dashed red line). Expected delays to VAs
visible at the agent’s position are illustrated by dashed gray vertical
lines.

described in [5], is given by

p(r(j)(t)|ψ) ∝ exp

(

2

N0

∫ T0

0

ℜ
{

r(j)(t)

K
∑

k=1

w2
kα

∗
ks(t−τk)

}

dt

−
1

N0

∫ T0

0

∣

∣

∣

K
∑

k=1

wkαks(t− τk)
∣

∣

∣

2

dt

)

, (2)

where T0 is the observation time and w2
k = N0/(N0 +

TpSν(τk)) are weighting factors accounting for the DM [5].

The term TpSν(τk) represents the equivalent power of the DM.

For the sake of brevity, we have dropped the anchor index j
for the channel parameters, but we will use it in situations

where we emphasize the explicit anchor dependence.

The LHF for the sampled received signal, where Ts repre-

sents the sampling time, is described by

p(r(j)|ψ) = p(r(j)|τ ,α) ∝

exp
(

−
1

2
(r(j) − SHα)HC−1(r(j) − SHα)

)

(3)

where r(j) = [r(j)(Ts), . . . , r
(j)(MTs)]

T ∈ RM denotes the

sampled received signal vector and (·)H is the Hermitian

conjugate. The signal matrix S ∈ RK×M is given by

S =







s(Ts − τ1) s(2Ts − τ1) . . . s(MTs − τ1)
...

...

s(Ts − τK) s(2Ts − τK) . . . s(MTs − τK)






(4)

containing delayed versions of the transmitted pulse s(nTs −
τk). In (3), the matrix C = N0IM + Kc ∈ RM×M

denotes the co-variance matrix of white noise and DM.

The DM co-variance matrix is given by [Kc]n,m =

Ts

∑M

i=1 Sν(iTs)s(nTs − iTs)s(mTs − iTs), where [·]n,m is

the (n,m)-th matrix element. IM is the identity matrix of size

M .



With the ideal assumptions that the delayed versions of

the transmit-pulse s(nTs − τk) are orthogonal to one another,

which implies that τk = mTs, and Ts is at Nyquist rate, the

co-variance matrix C results in a diagonal matrix and the rows

of the signal matrix S are orthogonal. So, the LHF is simplified

to

p(r(j)|ψ) ∝ exp{
1

N0
ℜ
{

r(j)
H
SHWα

}

−
1

2N0
αHW

1
2SSHW

1
2α} (5)

where W(j) ∈ R
K×K is a diagonal matrix which contains

the whitening weights of the orthogonal pulses. Its diagonal

elements are defined as [W]k.k = N0(N0IK+Ts[Kc]⌊ τk
Ts

⌋)
−1,

where [·]k,k is the (k, k)-th matrix element and ⌊·⌋ is the round

down (floor) operator. Note that (5) can be interpreted as the

sampled version of the continuous likelihood represented by

(2).

C. Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB)

As a performance measure and lower bound we use the

CRLB of the position error defined by the inequality E{||p−
p̂||22} ≥ tr{J−1

p }, where Jp is the equivalent Fisher informa-

tion matrix (EFIM) [4] for the position vector and tr{·} is

the trace operator. In [5], the CRLB has been derived for the

signal model in (2). The CRLB shows the influence of the

VA positions, i.e. the room geometry, and of the power ratio

between the modeled “information carrying” deterministic

MPCs and detrimental DM, on the precision of the position

estimator. With the assumption that the signals received from

different propagation paths are orthogonal to one another, the

EFIM Jp is formulated for a set of anchors in a canonical

form by

Jp =
8π2β2

c2

NA
∑

j=1

K(j)
∑

k=1

SINR
(j)
k Jr(φ

(j)
k ), (6)

where β denotes the effective signal bandwidth and Jr(φ
(j)
k )

the ranging direction matrix, which has an eigenvector in di-

rection φ
(j)
k from the agent to the k-th VA. SINR

(j)
k represents

the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio of the k-th MPC and

is defined as

SINR
(j)
k = (w

(j)
k )2

|α
(j)
k |2

N0
=

|α
(j)
k |2

N0 + TpS
(j)
ν (τk)

. (7)

The value of the SINR shows the importance of the knowledge

of the DM statistics in order to accurately estimate the

information gained by a MPC.

D. MLE of the agent’s position

The computation of the LHF can be seen as a position

dependent channel estimation problem with prior floorplan

information. Using the floorplan knowledge, the sets of VAs

are computed for every anchor using optical ray-tracing [2].

In realistic scenarios, the floorplan has uncertainties which we

take into account by using a probabilistic formulation of the

VA positions. The maximum a-posteriori (MAP) estimator of

the agent’s position can then be formulated as

p̂MAP = argmax
p,p

(j)
VA,τ ,α

NA
∏

j=1

p(p,p
(j)
VA, τ ,α|r

(j))

= argmax
p,p

(j)
VA,τ ,α

NA
∏

j=1

p(r(j)|τ ,α)p(α|τ )p(τ |p,p
(j)
VA)

× p(p,p
(j)
VA)p(α)p(τ ) (8)

where p
(j)
VA = [p

(j)
1 , . . . ,p

(j)

K(j) ]
T is the set of VAs to compute

the delay paths τ of the MPCs for the agent’s position p. If

we assume that the VA positions are exactly known and that

the channel parameters are unknown deterministic parameters

then p(τ |p,p
(j)
VA) = δ(τ − 1

c
||p − p

(j)
VA||2) and p(α|τ ) =

δ(α−α̂LS), where α̂LS is the least-square solution describing

the relation between complex amplitudes α and the vector

of delays τ at the agent position p (see (12)). δ(·) denotes

the Dirac-delta distribution. Assuming a uniform distribution

for p(p), the estimation problem accounting for all anchors

reduces to a MLE using (3) which is formulated as

p̂ML = argmax
p,τ ,α

NA
∏

j=1

p(r(j)|τ ,α,p). (9)

The actual MLE algorithm is described in section II-E. In-

dependent of the used estimator, the likelihood has to be

evaluated by applying the following steps: noitemsep,nolistsep

1) To reduce the uncertainties in the geometry, a re-

localization of the VA positions to p̂
(j)
k of the j-th anchor

is done beforehand by using a set of measurements with

known agent positions. For detailed information about

the re-localization process we refer the reader to [2].

2) With the pre-computed or re-localized set of VAs, the

position dependent set of expected delays τ̂
(j)
k (p) =

1
c
||p − p̂

(j)
k ||2, is used to construct the signal matrix

(4) by

Ŝ =









s(Ts − τ̂
(j)
1 (p)) . . . s(MTs − τ̂

(j)
1 (p))

...
...

s(Ts − τ̂
(j)

K(j)(p)) . . . s(MTs − τ̂
(j)

K(j) (p))









.

(10)

The expected delays τ
(j)
k (p) are refined by searching

for the actual amplitude maximum in the received signal

vector r(j) in the window [τ̂
(j)
k (p)− Tp, τ̂

(j)
k (p) + Tp].

3) Since the DM statistics are usually unknown, the co-

variance C has to be estimated from a sufficiently large

set of measured signals {r
(j)
i }Li=1 around the actual

agent position. Using the signal matrix of (10) for the

position hypothesis pi of the i-th measurement, the

template signal rdet,i is constructed and further the co-

variance matrix is estimated by

Ĉ =
1

L

L
∑

i=1

(r
(al,j)
i − rdet,i)(r

(al,j)
i − rdet,i)

H. (11)



Note, that the LOS propagation delay τ1,i differences

between the measurements has to be compensated to be

able to average over the set of aligned measurements

{r
(al,j)
i } of the spatially close agent positions. In order

to get a benchmark for the induced improvement of

robustness and accuracy due to consideration of DM,

we assume for the DM estimation known positions on

a measurement grid around the actual agent position.

In a realistic positioning application, this estimation

has to be performed based on estimated positions and

the corresponding signals hypotheses. However, this is

considered as out of scope of this paper.

4) Using (10) and (11), the MLE of the complex amplitudes

α reduces to a linear estimation problem. This means

that using the complex derivative the estimation is

formulated as a weighted least square solution in the

following form

α̂LS = (ŜĈ−1ŜH)−1ŜĈ−1r(j). (12)

The LHF is evaluated by inserting the estimated parameter Ŝ,

Ĉ and α̂LS into equation (3).

E. Implementation of the MLE

Due to the fact that the LHF is highly multi-modal, non-

Gaussian and the measurement model is non-linear, a straight-

forward ML estimation is not applicable. Hence, we present a

hybrid probabilistic-heuristic approach which combines a se-

quential importance re-sampling (SIR) particle filter (PF) with

the concept of particle swarm global optimization (PSO) which

is able to find the global maximum in the parameter space. In

[8] probability model-based methods for global optimization

are presented. A SIR particle filtering is suggested as a proper

method for finding the global maximum. To explore the entire

search space and find new candidate solutions, randomness

has to be introduced in the maximization method. This can be

realized: (i) in the re-sampling step of the PF by generating

also new values for the particles instead of conventional re-

sampling with replacement or (ii) via a state-space model

which induces the exploration.

In our approach, we use a dynamic state-space model to

explore the search-space. The state equation consists of two

parts, the first one is described by a constant-velocity random

walk model and the second part is responsible for the particle

swarm behavior [7].

1) SIR Particle Filter: Particle filters represent a sub-

optimal sequential Monte Carlo method for solving non-linear

and non-Gaussian sequential Bayesian state estimation prob-

lems which can not be computed in a closed form. In general,

the Bayesian tracking problem is the recursive computation of

a degree of belief of a hidden state, e.g. position and velocity

xn = [pn,vn]
T , using measurement rn at time-index n. Due

to the fact that this paper deals with ML localization, not track-

ing, the index n describes the evolution of the distribution as

a function of time until convergence is reached, i.e. iterations

use just one measurement, i.e. r1:n = rn = r ∀n. The state

estimation is done in two consecutive stages using a first-

order hidden Markov model (HMM): (i) the prediction step

which obtains the predicted posterior PDF p(xn|rn) using the

Chapman-Kolmogorv equation [6]

p(xn|r1:n−1) =

∫

p(xn|xn−1)p(xn−1|r1:n−1)dxn−1, (13)

where p(xn|xn−1) is the state evolution probability, and (ii)

the update step which is solved via Bayes’ rule

p(xn|r1:n) =
p(rn|xn)p(xn|r1:n−1)

∫

p(rn|xn)p(xn|r1:n−1)dxn

, (14)

where p(rn|xn) = p(rn|τ ,α,pn) is the measurement LHF

(3) dependent on the position pn. For solving (13) and

(14), particle filters use a finite set of weighted samples,

i.e. particles {xi
n, a

i
n}

N
i=1, to approximate the involved PDFs.

The particles are sampled from an importance distribution

xi
n ∼ q(xn|xn−1, rn) and their weights ain are computed in

each iteration with

ain = ain−1

p(rn|x
i
n)p(x

i
n|x

i
n−1)

q(xi
n|x

i
n−1, rn)

,

N
∑

i=1

ain = 1. (15)

A simple choice of importance distribution is to take the

state evolution probability q(xn|xn−1, rn) = p(xn|xn−1). To

reduce the degeneration of the particles, a re-sampling step

is introduced after every iteration. In this step, particles are

drawn according to their weight which means that particle

states xi
n with high weight ain are duplicated more often than

particles with lower weights. The particle weights after every

re-sampling step are set to ain = 1/N . So, the computation of

the weights simplifies to ain ∝ p(rn|xn) = p(rn|τ ,α,pn).
2) PF-PSO: In PSO the particles are generated randomly

and by iterative updates of the positions using a cost function.

The particles learn from their own cost-measure and the cost-

measure of the other particles introducing swarm behavior. In

our case, the particles in the swarm gain a velocity in direction

of the global maximum, so that the PSO is able to jump out

of local maxima and find the global optimum. This swarm

behavior is integrated in the PF by the state transition equation

[7] which is described by

xn = Fxn−1 + u1

[

pibest
b − pn−1

wv(p
ibest
b − pn−1)

]

+ u2

[

p
g
b − pn−1

wv(p
g
b − pn−1)

]

+Gnacc. (16)

Here,

F =









1 0 wv 0
0 1 0 wv

0 0 wv 0
0 0 0 wv









and G =











w2
v

2 0

0
w2

v

2
wv 0
0 wv











(17)

are the state transition matrix and the noise weighting matrix,

wv is the velocity weight, u1 and u2 are random control factors

drawn from a uniform distribution U(0, 1), nacc is a zero-

mean Gaussian driving acceleration noise with co-variance



matrix σ2
accI2. pibest

b and p
g
b denote the maximum of the set

of particles in the current iteration n and the global maximum

of the past iterations, respectively. The algorithm starts with

uniformly distributed particles over the entire search space.

For these candidates the likelihood function is evaluated and

the global maximum of the LHF Lg and the corresponding

position p
g
b = argmaxpi

n
p(r|τ ,α,pi

n) are computed. Fur-

ther, the current maximum of the particles Libest = Lg and

also the corresponding position pibest
b = p

g
b are set to the

global values. Then, the state xi
n (prediction step) and the

according weights ain (measurement update) of the particles

are evaluated iteratively for a defined number of iterations.

After each measurement update and before the re-sampling

step is executed, the maximum of the current particles Libest

at position pibest
b is computed and accepted as new global

maximum if Libest > Lg.

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Setup

1) Measurement: The measurement scenario is illustrated

in Fig. 1. We have used an M-sequence UWB channel sounder

from Ilmsens (See: www.ilmsens.com) to record the UWB

channel impulse responses (CIRs). The device is equipped

with one TX and two RXs channels. We have used self made

dipole antennas having an almost isotropic radiation pattern in

the horizontal plane. In the measurement scenario, the anchors

correspond to the RX and the agent to the TX. The anchors

are placed at positions p
(1)
1 = [0.5, 7]T and p

(2)
1 = [5.2, 3.2]T,

respectively. The measurement trajectory of the agent con-

sists of 220 points spaced by 5 cm. In addition to this, for

every agent position on the trajectory, 25 measurements have

been recorded with the agent placed according to the grid

shown in Fig. 1. These additional measurements serve for

the estimation of DM in the vicinity of the agent trajectory

point. To obtain the UWB-CIR, the received signal and the

transmitted M- sequence are cross-correlated. The bandwidth

of the channel sounder corresponds to the FCC UWB range

from 3.1− 10.6GHz. A raised cosine filter s(t) with roll-off

factor βr = 0.5 and an effective pulse duration of TP = 1/B is

used to select a specific sub-band with bandwidth B = 2GHz

at center-frequency fc = 7GHz. To get the complex-valued

baseband signal, a down conversion is performed.

2) Estimation: To evaluate the LHF in (2), we used two

approaches: (i) Grid based MAP: The LHF is evaluated over

a 40 × 40 cm rectangle around the true agent position with

resolution of 1x1 cm2 and the highest mode corresponds to the

MLE given in (9); (ii) PF-PSO: A sufficiently large number

of particles, i.e. N = 2000, is uniformly distributed over the

whole room. The LHF is evaluated for Niter = 8 iterations

following the description given in Sec. II-E1, where the initial

acceleration process noise σacc = 8 cm
s2 and the initial velocity

weight wv = 0.0125 . Since the LHF has very narrow modes,

the weights ain are compressed with a roughening factor which

means that the exponent of the LHF was divided by this factor.

The initial value of the roughening factor was set to value of

100. During the iterations of the PF-PSO filter, these three

parameters were linear decreased to simulate an annealing

process, whereas the roughening factor was decreased until

it reaches 1. To enhance robustness of the point-estimate p̂

of the MLE, we computed the median over the entire set of

particles at each trajectory point. To generate the error CDFs

we performed Monte-Carlo simulations averaged over 30 1

dynamic model noise realizations.

B. Discussion of Performance Results

1) UWB-CIR measurements and DM estimate: In Fig. 2 the

CIR of the signal received at anchor 2 and agent position p =
[2.2, 6.6]T is shown. The direct LOS path is clearly visible

together with MPCs corresponding to specular reflections of

first and second order. Their expected delays are illustrated in

the figure as dashed gray vertical lines. One can observe that

they fit the model quite well. The amplitude and phase of the

emitted wave change according to the reflection coefficient of

the wall. This is not modeled by the VA and we observe that

not all expected VAs have a significant contribution.

2) Measurements, Position Likelihood, and CRLB: In Fig.

3, the likelihood (3) is shown in log-domain evaluated for the

whole room for a measured CIR r(j) between the agent located

at position p = [2.2, 6.6]T and the two anchors. In the figure,

the multi-modality of the LHF is clearly visible. The global

maximum at p̂ = [2.189, 6.599]T matches the true position

of the agent very well. The radii of the arcs with a high

likelihood correspond to the delays of the LOS and VAs visible

in the measurements. In the figure, we also plot the estimated

positions and co-variances (estimated from particles) for a few

trajectory points together with the computed CRLB of the

position error. Both error ellipses are plotted with hundred-

fold standard deviation. The orientation of the error ellipses

depends on the geometry of the room and the positions of the

anchors and the agent involved. We observe that the orientation

and size of the CRLB error ellipses fit well with the estimated

co-variance ellipses. Small deviations can be explained by the

fact that the co-variance has to be estimated from a set of

measurements rather than from a single measurement. The

same holds for the estimation of parameters needed for the

computation of the CRLB, c.f. (6). So, this comparison gives

just an approximate comparison between the CRLB and the

co-variance of the position estimate.

3) Positioning performance: In Fig. 4, the cumulative dis-

tribution functions (CDFs) of the position error are shown

for the grid-based MAP and the MLE (PF-PSO method).

These CDFs include data from all 220 agent positions using

only anchors 1 and 2 individually and in combination (top

to bottom). The CDF plots for grid-based MAP and MLE

“without DM” neglect the knowledge of DM, i.e. C(j) =

N
(j)
0 IM in the likelihood (3). Then the signal model reduces

to the deterministic MPC plus additional AWGN (c.f. (1)). We

observe that for both methods, the knowledge of DM results

in a reduction of the position errors. Also, the occurrence of

1We observed that this number of used Monte-Carlo simulations leads to
a steady state outcome suggesting that it is sufficiently high.
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Fig. 3. Likelihood evaluated over the whole room. The anchors

are placed at p
(1)
1 = [0.5, 7]T and p

(2)
1 = [5.2, 3.2]T , the agent

is placed at p = [2.2, 6.6]T . The global maximum at position
p̂ = [2.189, 6.599]T matches well with the true agent position.
Additionally, the estimated agent position, the co-variance and the
CRLB are shown with hundred-fold standard deviation for a few
other agent positions.

outliers is reduced when considering DM, which demonstrates

the benefit of the suggested signal model and can be seen as

a measure of higher robustness. If only anchor 2 is active, the

position error is below 2.5 cm in 90% of the estimates for the

grid based MAP method considering DM and 5.5 cm without

DM knowledge.

The MLE with DM knowledge is also below 2.5 cm in 90%

of the estimates while it reaches a similar accuracy in only

40% of the cases without DM. For all combinations of the

involved anchors without DM knowledge, the performance of

the MLE is much worse. The reasons for this are twofold:

First, the model is less accurate, thus modes of the LHF at

the wrong position are too optimistic which leads more often

to a convergence of the MLE in the wrong mode. The second

issue is of numerical nature. Due to the more probable model-

mismatch of the signal model, the values of the log-LHF

are even (much) smaller and also exhibit a larger dynamic

range. Hence, the LHF is more skewed which leads to the

requirement of more particles for the MLE. If anchor 1 is

active, the positioning error shows the same tendency, but

the values are increased. This suggests that the location of

anchor 1 is less suited for positioning along the agent trajectory

compared to the location of anchor 2.

Since information available through measurements never

increases the uncertainty, the error is the smallest when both

anchors are active. This is independent of the signal model

used (with or without DM). The lowest error is achieved if DM
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Fig. 4. CDFs for the grid-based MAP and MLE methods, with and
without considering DM in the LHF considering only anchor 1 (a),
anchor 2 (b) or the combination of both (c).

is taken into account. Then the resulting error remains below

1.9 cm for both methods in 90% of the position estimates.

Note that the bandwidth used is 2GHz, yielding a delay

resolution of 15 cm.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have shown that the proposed MLE

algorithm for multipath-assisted indoor positioning is working

with real channel measurement in a robust and accurate sense.

Due to the rich geometric information contained in the MPCs,

positioning is possible with only one anchor. Depending on

the environment this is also true for non-LOS scenarios, in

principle. In-depth verification of this is part of future work.

However, in a LOS scenario considering DM we achieved a

position error of less than 2.5 cm in 90% of the estimates for

only one active anchor. The results show that the knowledge

of DM leads to significant improvement of robustness and

accuracy of the estimation scheme. However, the demonstrated

DM estimation from a set of measurements with optimal

position knowledge has to be seen as an ideal benchmark for



the benefit of using DM. In ongoing work we learn the DM

statistics during tracking of an agent moving through the room

to establish a more practical estimator.
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